
The Stock Market Lesson 
 

Corporations sell stock to raise money for starting, running, or expanding their 
businesses. Investors buy stocks to profit through regular payments, called dividends, 
or by selling the stock at a price higher than the purchase price. Stocks are traded on 
secondary markets called stock exchanges. 
 
TASK #1 - Watch “Explained: The Stock Market” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZCFkWDdmXG8. As you watch, answer the following questions 
in a Google Doc. Share BOTH TASKS with me in ONE Google Doc upon completion. 
 

1. What is an IPO? How does it work? 
2. How is the money from selling shares used? 

a. How does this impact a business? 
3. What is a dividend? 

a. Do companies have to do this? Why might it be an incentive to offer dividends? 
4. What is a stock market? 
5. What is the largest stock exchange in the world? 

a. How long has it been around? 
6. What is the NASDAQ? 

a. When did it begin? 
b. Where is it located? 

7. To know how the stock market is doing in America, what must you look at? 
8. What is an Index? 
9. What is the S&P 500? 
10. What is the DOW? 
11. Identify two other countries’ indexes by name. 
12. What was shareholding like in the past before public offerings of stock? 

a. What made shareholding change at the beginning of the 20th century? 
13. What is the main goal of shareholders? 

a. What will shareholders do if the CEO of a company makes a bad decision? 
b. Why do shareholders do this? What is the impact on them? 

14. How is the stock market a force for good? 
a. Why are companies encouraged to make thoughtful, good decisions? 

15. How did the public corporation take off after World War II?  
a. Who was able to realistically participate in buying shares for the first time? 

16. How did this new stock market change American life? 
17. How is Warren Buffet an example of this new trend in stock investment? 

a. What was his technique as an investor? 
18. What is an Index fund? 

a. What does Buffet recommend you do with respect to the Index? 
19. What is another option for managing your investments if you do not have the time to analyze and 

study businesses? 
20. How did John Maynard Keynes revolutionize stock research and trading? 
21. What truly drives the stock prices? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZCFkWDdmXG8


a. How can the media contribute to this?  
22. What happens when a stock market bubble bursts (an upward trend ends/is speculated to end)? 
23. How can the economy and society be harmed by a stock market that is doing too well?  
24. What was Milton Friedman’s philosophy toward capitalism and the stock market? 

a. How were the top corporations impacted by his philosophy? What changes did they 
make?  

b. How did this change the CEO’s job performance? 
c. What risk did this potentially pose to employees, customers, environment, etc.?  

25.  What is a stock buyback? 
a. How does this impact the corporation and society? 

26. What is the impact of a corporation having a short-term view on shareholder rights versus a 
long-term view on stakeholder responsibilities (use the Wausau Paper Company to guide your 
answer)? 

27. How as the stock market changed from being a middle class tool for money making? What 
happened? 

28. How can shareholders take back the stock market?   
 
TASK #2 - Read the critical-thinking question below. In paragraph form, write your 
response. Share BOTH TASKS with me in ONE Google Doc upon completion.   
 
Thinking about the current pandemic, and the stimulus packages* that the federal government has 
passed/is proposing for big businesses, what dangers can you see potentially happening when it comes 
to short-term gain versus long-term responsibility when giving business stimulus money?  
 
* Note:  The stimulus packages of the federal government give money to corporations to save them from 
closing due to the pandemic. There are few rules as to how corporations must use stimulus funds.   
 
Hint: Think about what actions companies can take short term with stimulus money to stay alive that may 
impact the company, product, and employees in the long term.  


